DUSTING & TOUCH SURFACE CLEANING

- lunch tables
- white boards
- overhead dusting
- desks & chairs

WINDOWS, CLASSROOMS & HALLWAYS

- windows
- class rooms
- hallways
- walls

RESTROOM FIXTURES, MIRRORS & SHOWERS

- bathroom fixtures
- mirrors
- showers

> Separate clean solution from dirty rinse water
> 3 gallons of solution cleans 15,000 sq. feet
> 3-6 ounces of chemical cleans 15,000 sq. feet
> Mops launder over 200 times
> Help reduce employee injury
> Results are cleaner & safer buildings
FILL BUCKET
Front compartment with 3 gallons of cleaning solution. Fill rear compartment with 1 gallon of clear water.

INSTALL MOP
Install tab mop on frame and slide tabs through opening and clamp down.

CHARGE MOP
Charge mop in front compartment with solution.

WRING MOP
Wring out excess solution from mop making sure correct moisture.

MOP SURFACE
Mop hard surface areas. Use mop until dry.

RINSE MOP
Rinse mop in rear rinse compartment.

WRING MOP
Recharge mop in clean solution compartment.